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There is a common theme in what might be termed
the recent objective turn in thought. Whether in
thing theory, new realisms, object-oriented
thought, or their cousins there is a turn towards
the inhuman, towards the objects which do not
necessarily need our existence. This has the dual
import of a general philosophical map of our
existence and of an increasingly appropriate one
in a technocratic world of things. The internet
too, along with its literature, is becoming an
internet of things.
The work collected here documents explorations of
what an object poetics might look like, whether
via participant pieces, theory, shared examples or
what have you. It offers answers less through
systemic argument and definition than through
proliferation and creative imposition.
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Karl Bekker

home made art object.
object or camera,
where exposure over time produces real image,
makes a photo image of an impossible object.

David MF
What’s most seductive in Peirce
the last pont of the chain
The Abstract aesthetics of Logic AKA pragmatisma aka Semiose
but the point is when you are getting close to the Dynamic Object Is the Motherbord of the Thing - The Driver
And he use this concept that is beautiful: Works of art are not
necessarily "beautiful" in the customary sense. In order to define the
esthetic ideal, Peirce replaces the notion of "beauty" by the Greek
term "kalos" – what is admirable in itself – which for Peirce is the
presentation of a reasonable feeling (1931-1932, 1.615).
kalos is my thing
that`s, at my crazy opinion the Current of the Language (PIERCE
LANGUAGE - Pan Semiotic)
So....
Logic is that...
nothing more then away for us to make paths
and that you that LOOKS MORE LOGIC! SOUNDS MORE LOGIC!
We can see, look, the logic, so I will chose this
well.. was logic or that sigh just Seductive you more because at that
moment, will ALL THE UNIVERSE and you, your limitations, your
mistake, you look around the beans of Logic and that ONE... That
ONE... THAT ONE SHINED more than the others.
well.. may logic be pure seduction
since all we have by pierce is mediation
But
Not Fantasy
that`s why pierce is amazing
Logic exist, for sure see a plan(e) flying
that that`s does not take what i said
science just respect the seduction more than anybody
Will be the Miss that one that shine more to REAL (pass what test
may necessary) so they are being Seduced by some

MORAL/NORMAS that science made, you have the FRAME, you
sighs/ logic
but it’s so tricky because for pierce the FRAME is also made of sigh
that changes everytime that the Dymaic Objects Push
ex - hubble telescope
brings RAW Information
but so STRONG/ SYMBOLIC POWER/ Seduction -> Realness
that in cases like that the FRAME is reconfigurate by outside Input
there is some trick
about to times
and action
the global and local
Is logic guide by Seduction of the limitations of a Choice reneging
the Infinite?
Because become a point that you have to chose
or stop the art
and you know you are not embracing the whole universe and true
so what is the only thing you have?
you limitation
the cut
local codex
against a main universe codex

Everything has magic behind, it is called: The IT of the Object.
Impossible to see it but a Try may be - Art, is a way for sure. But
Do Not Use As Art, never.

Object: Boat

Waterfall of Facts in the Long Run: Poem-Object -> HOPE

1
http://toptattoogirls.files.wordpress.com/2011/11/4241.jpg
toptattoogirls.files.wordpress.com

Super Solid Object: Objects

Is Talk just the Unsaying of All The Things?

Poem-Object: The Cut | Selection | Codifications dilemas

- CAKE: One beautiful perfect circular cake, spinning as an atom,
non-stop | Top View
- YOU: The cake is spinning, in your hand you have a sharp knife
| Side View
____________________________________________________
________________________
Object: A Cut on Time/Space
For a Sniper a Lifetime
For a Kid just a Flash

Naoto Fukasawa, Shower Head

Spencer Selby

Misspellings are more interesting than theory, at least in this
connection here.

"We must disregard the concept of medium, which has been
fundamental to art history and criticism for generations….Formats
are dynamic mechanisms for aggregating content. In mediums a
material substrate converges with an aesthetic tradition. Ultimately
mediums lead to objects, and thus reification, but formats are nodal
connections and differential fields; they channel an unpredictable
array of ephemeral currents and charges…Scalability denotes a
format's capacity to persist across increasing orders of magnitude. A
connection's format--its structural articulation of contact and
current--may be scaled up with minimal distortion, but the
magnitude of current it carries--its currency--will vary, leading to
quantitative differences."

A Poem: Documentation: Reading chapter titled "The Agitations
of a Convulsive Life" about Francis Bacon. Then search on
internet for the opposite, totally bad kitschy art. Try to make the
latter into the former.

"In this way the abstract machine operates at the interstice
between finite and infinite, it deterritorializes the concrete world,
breaking matter out of its overcoded forms, to put it back into
contact with its vitality, with its living flows, its inhuman and
inorganic nature."

-This feeling that resistance, obduracy and sturdiness is more easily
achieved through netting, lacing, weaving, twisting, of ties that are
weak by themselves, and that each tie, no matter how strong, is
itself woven out of still weaker threads, permeates for instance
Foucault's analysis of micro-powers as well as recent sociology of
technology. But the less intuitive philosophical basis for accepting an
ANT is a background/foreground reversal: instead of starting from
universal laws-social or natural- and to take local contingencies as
so many queer particularities that should be either eliminated or
protected, it starts from irreducible, incommensurable, unconnected
localities, which then, at a great price, sometimes end into
provisionally commensurable connections. --Bruno Latour, 1997

Connie Michener
Going back to the recent quotation from Polanyi's participative
realism, one can posit a system of levels of realness determined by
the level of "agency" of a "participant." The matter of "agency" is
made up of various components.
The quality of realness/agency in this regard might, on the one
hand, fall under the aegis of "executive function," [to again be on the
sociology side of things) or on the other hand, a more rigid and
machine-like decision tree, perhaps lacking in the necessary grace
to be in the highest category of participation.
A "force of nature" has the ability to act upon, but it has no
responsive qualities. The highest level of "responsiveness" would
actually be predictive ability; and to this end there already are
predictive algorithms for conditions in which it is profitable. This
seems a type/class of objects under consideration, given the intro,
and would [fall under/be similar to] AI/Turing. Another possibility for
exploration are "sensors."
[Hold Polanyi's concept of the capacity for "a thing to reveal itself in
unexpected ways." Here there is a tension between predictive ability
and the quality of unexpectedness.]
I'm reminded of "levels of intentionality;" in the realm of predictive
ability, that one can intuit what another's intentions are, and what
that person might suppose another's intentions are, and so on,
maxing out at five or six; like an ability to plot an intriguing story, to
think ahead in chess, or less so, tennis.
Tennis, where early in learning, one is pro-volley, and once one has
the fundamentals, the best players are pro-return, but anti-volley. A
"system" is inherently pro-volley, not in terms of make-work but in
terms of continuous process. That said, the tennis winner, proreturn, anti-volley, is non-cooperative/not a good systems
component, having the goal, in winning, being breaking the system
of volley/sustainability.
Inside of a game, a skill at the ability to predict is honed with a focus
on predictability within a defined/confined field and set of rules. One
can posit that ability to predict is borne of living with and

learning/determining predictability. The game is limited in its ability
for unexpected revelation.
Looking outside of the game we are recalled to the wondrous
terrible matter of engagements/collisions of independent systems.
Juxtapositions breaking functional fixedness are
mute/simple/simplified demonstrations of reality [art imitating life].

Cryogenic tweets. The blog hereafter. Rest in Facebook. A vector of
vales. How social media corrals us into the afterlife. Curated by Dr
Ricardo Battista, School of Specialization in Cryogenics, Plastic and
Reconstructive Surgery, Melbourne, Australia.
1. 2 months ago (9 notes)
2. 1 Comment and 0 Reactions

3. Assume we’re all dead
4.
5. Above: “the delightful spectacle of two spambots being polite to
each other”. Image via.
6. Here’s brilliant Wellington based-writer, Giovanni Tiso, on the
ruthless inflexibility of Twitter non-people, part of the emerging
discourse around the social dead zone:
7.

Even the humble realtor is a ghost, a software routine. This is common
in the small business sector. Some time ago, while in the process of
goading another spammer – for research, you understand – I caught
the delightful spectacle of two spambots being polite to each other...

8. The pressure exerted on social subjects by a labour market in which
casualisation is the norm has made the category of ‘internet
entrepreneur’ psychologically universal…
9. Take Ana Hofman, of the Traffic Generation Cafè. Her advice on how to
build your small Twitter empire is unsentimental as they come. It
involves using keyword searches to locate your potential targets and
automated software to establish a rigid routine of followings and
unfollowing so as to maintain a balance that won’t give you away to
Twitter’s spam-detecting routines…
10. This is the new you: organised, ruthless, inflexible, willing to speak in
short pre-packaged bursts in order to achieve maximum social
efficiency. You’re dead now, but it doesn’t matter. There is another you
somewhere else on the networks, a truer you, alive, who speaks with
honesty and integrity – like the real Ana Hofman – to her vast, primed
audience.
11. But there’s a problem, isn’t there? It’s reciprocity. Like with Bieber.
How do you know that those people you carefully selected via
algorithms and keywords aren’t playing the same game as you? How do
you know that that you are not a number to them? That they didn’t
follow you back in the morning lest you unfollowed them in the
afternoon? How can you be sure? How could you even hope?
12. Wouldn’t it be simpler and more realistic to assume that everyone is
dead?

13. Next postPrevious
a. punchkut likes this
b. elfboi reblogged this from socialdead
c. coldbrain likes this
d. elfboi likes this
e. robertogreco likes this
f. aetherclaw reblogged this from bwansen
g. bwansen reblogged this from enki2
h. enki2 reblogged this from socialdead
i. businessofthefuture likes this
j. socialdead posted this

Connie Michener
I. I will leave the particle theory of Object to others.
II. Regarding the ray theory of Object.
We all know that the universe is largely empty space. Objects, as
matter, are made up of different gradients of filters. Quarks,
electrons, atoms, and molecules are all held together/apart, by
the appropriate "arm's lengths" for each, dependent upon
attractive and repulsive electronic forces, temperature, and other
inorganic and organic considerations. Neutrinos race right
through everything, sometimes without hitting anything,
sometimes burning their way through matter, the damage
virtually imperceptible, except maybe in the case of disturbances
in organic DNA chains, creating anomalies wondrous and
disastrous. But that's a version of the world that only has empty
space and non-empty space, as defined by the movements of
neutrinos, or, say, gamma rays.
Objects are [not Object], or only potential object, until they
register somehow, they are reflexive. As light illuminates a
surface, or vapor, the same goes for the notion of object; an
object must be "beheld" in some way, seen, touched, heard,
smelled, talked about, thought of. An object is an "object of"

attention, derision, categorization ... an object of little
consequence is a lesser object, regardless of its matter in
physical space -- this is the physical space paradox; things of no
consequence that take up a lot of space. On the internet, objects
of greater consequence are multiplied, or require more
bandwidth; (the same paradox can easily be seen as a concern of
efficiency). Thus Object has a “ray” – not a linear ray through
space but some kind of long, snakey trail or “seed-setting”
ability/utility/property in the realm of Mind or Thought. On the
internet, it’s possible to track an [Thought] Object’s bandwidth,
duration, and, [more difficult] parent-to-child chaining. More
possible, or, easier, is for the Object to disseminate on the
internet, to grow, to be seen through its half-life, and settle into
the long tail of decay. Then there is the matter of Obscurity, and
the potentiality of Thought Objects. There exists any number of
undeveloped, unconstructed, undiscovered, not-fully-considered
Thought Objects in various states of obscurity/discovery. They
may be in moribund channels of publication. There may be
alternate systems that preclude full expression of the Object. On
the other hand, robust channels may promote and rely on a
steady stream of Objects-of-a-size, excluding potentially
disruptive Thought Objects.
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outlined in "Warnock's Dilemma," which is really a conundrum, and
confoundment.
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Connie Michener
http://artsbeat.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/04/12/french-judgerules-that-auction-of-hopi-masks-can-proceed/
French Judge Rules That Auction of Hopi Masks Can Proceed
artsbeat.blogs.nytimes.com
The auction, fiercely contested by the Hopi Indians, is scheduled for
later Friday.

Carmen Racovitza
models,tacit assumptions, tacit knowledge, metatheory of
objects, well-formed//undefined objects, godel's incompleteness,
KLEENE!

i duplicate objects, as it seems...i am not aware of it, connie

1. abunchoftwats

3. “Do you ever feel like a
plastic bag ?”
— 5. Famous Otherkin Katy Perry speaks up about its
2.

dysphoria.
6. #otherkin #therian
7. 234 notes
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.
13. Tumblelog Menu
Reblog

14. motleymultipass
15.

16. Just wondering...
17. Is there anyone else out there that identifies with objects?
Specifically, household objects like plates or cups? I feel a very
strong affinity with a certain teacup, but I feel like I’m the only
one… Anyone else out there? ~Polyanna

18. #otherkin #starrkat
20.
21.
22. Tumblelog Menu

19.

Reblog

23. assault-and-batterie
24.

25. If otherkin are a real thing, which i
have a very hard time wrappiing my
head around,
26. I think objectkin is a completely valid identity in the otherkin vein.
27. Why?
28. because animism.
29. and it doesn’t just apply to things with faces like cute dolls.
30. #otherkin #tj don't look
31. 8 notes
32.
33.
34.

35.
36.
37. Tumblelog Menu
Reblog

38. leeliothestica
39.

40. Thinking about Machine &
Objectkin: Sorry if this makes no
sense. My thought processes are
unorganized.
41. For a while I’ve been…..more or less skeptical of beings who
identify as inanimate objects and even machinekin. I don’t want
to say I thought they were bullshitting. I mean if you identify as
something, you identify as something. But I’ve seen these
beings refer to their kintypes as having souls or whatever when
they are inanimate objects, machinekin, concepts etc.

42. However, I’ve been reading stuff on the tags and pondering stuff
and I was thinking about energy. I believe souls are energy.
Everything is based on energy, is it not? So therefor everything
contains energy whether it is biologically living or not. Therefore
wouldn’t that mean that it could be plausible for anything living
or nonliving to feasibly have a soul?
43. Cuz, at least in my beliefs, a soul is just a manifestation of one’s
individual energy and what makes one whatever they happen to
be. So in that sense, even a piece or granite, a lightbulb, a
truck, and a chair could feasibly have souls, although possibly
souls that differ a bit from the souls of biologically living beings.
Or maybe they don’t. I’m not really sure as I am a dogkin and
have never really had any experience interacting with objectkin
or machinekin so I’m not really sure about it. I’m just kind of
thinking about the way things work. My mind never stops
searching for things x_x
44.
45. If any objectkin or machinekin could explain some of this stuff to
me I would really appreciate it ^_^
46. #otherkin #therian #kin #machinekin #personal
47. 7 notes
48.
49.
50.

51.
52.
53. Tumblelog Menu
Reblog

54. allyellowdreams
55.

56. Are there any kin that identify as places rather than creatures? I
mean, there are so very many different kinds of kin…
57. Have you ever wondered if maybe you could meet someone
that, in a way, really IS the sky? Or the ocean? Or a volcano?

58. #kin #otherkin
59. 20 notes
60.

61.
62.
63. Tumblelog Menu
Reblog

64. kuremu
65.

66. i wonder how many fellow objectkin are out there (that is, we
who identify with ‘“inanimate” objects).
67.

chindogu: super-tie....
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The
10 Tenets of
Chindogu
T
he snooze button on this alarm clock sits amid a bed of spikes.
1. Chindogu Cannot Be For Real Use
It is fundamental to the spirit of Chindogu that inventions claiming
Chindogu status must be, from a practical point of view, (almost)
completely useless. If you invent something which turns out to be so
handy that you use it all the time, then you have failed to make a
Chindogu.

2. Chindogu Must Exist
You are not allowed to use a Chindogu, but it must be made. You
have to be able to hold it in your hand and think “I can actually
imagine someone using this. Almost.” In order to be useless, it must
first be.
3. Inherent In Every Chindogu Is The Spirit Of Anarchy
Chindogu are man-made objects that have broken free from the
chains of usefulness. They represent freedom of thought and action:
the freedom to challenge the suffocating historical dominance of
conservative utility; the freedom to be (almost) useless.
4. Chindogu Are Tools For Everyday Life
Chindogu are a form of nonverbal communication understandable to
everyone, everywhere. Specialized or technical inventions, like a
three-handled sprocket loosener for drainpipes centered between two
under-the sink cabinet doors (the uselessness of which will only be
appreciated by plumbers), do not count.
5. Chindogu Are Not For Sale
Chindogu are not tradable commodities. If you accept money for one
you surrender your purity. They must not even be sold as a joke.
6. Humor Must Not Be The Sole Reason For Creating A
Chindogu
The creation of Chindogu is fundamentally a problem-solving
activity. Humor is simply the by-product of finding an elaborate or
unconventional solution to a problem that may not have been that
pressing to begin with.

7. Chindogu Is Not Propaganda
Chindogu are innocent. They are made to be used, even though they
cannot be used. They should not be created as a perverse or ironic
comment on the sorry state of mankind.
8. Chindogu Are Never Taboo
The international Chindogu society has established certain standards
of social decency. Cheap sexual innuendo, humor of a vulgar nature,
and sick or cruel jokes that debase the sanctity of living things are
not allowed.
9. Chindogu Cannot Be Patented
Chindogu are offerings to the rest of the world, they are not therefore
ideas to be copyrighted, patented, collected, and owned. They must
be freely available for use by everyone.
10. Chindogu Are Without Prejudice
Chindogu must never favor one race or religion over another. Young
and old, male and female, rich and poor, all should have a free and
equal chance to enjoy each and every Chindogu.
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from yesterday ! an image is still an image !
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staging object scenarios: daniel eatock...

http://flavorwire.com/273102/daniel-eatocks-delightfully-absurdjuxtapositions-of-everyday-objects/view-all
Daniel Eatock's Delightfully Absurd Juxtapositions of Everyday
Objects
flavorwire.com
Dada's not dead. It's alive and well and living in the work of British
artist and graphic designer Daniel Eatock. Developed during a
combination exhibition/residency at London's Stanley Picker Gall...

eatock 1

http://webecoist.momtastic.com/2011/09/28/lilliputianlandscapes-paper-sculptures-in-mini-bottles/
Lilliputian Landscapes: Paper Sculptures in Mini Bottles | WebEcoist
webecoist.momtastic.com
A Tokyo artist uses his architectural model making skills to create
these gorgeous miniature sculptures in tiny glass bottles.
Graphics & Branding | WebUrbanist
weburbanist.com
Love logos? Drool over graphic design? These articles are for you,
covering everything from creative layouts (both web and print) to
double-meaning logo designs and artistic

Ike Eisenhower

(notes) TOWARD AN OBJECTUAL POETICS
(documentation of noncompletion: I never got my shit together well
enough to form a decent thought; these notes could have been the
skimpy skeleton of a contribution I lack the discipline and erudition
to conceive of whole-cloth)
Questions from Markosian paper
Importance of physicality
compositionality?
Ontological certainty: are objects contingent? Could they be
necessary?

Re: Epistemic objects (Hubbell)
(http://conceptsinsts.wikispaces.com/Epistemic+objects+(Hubbell) /
http://kops.ub.uni-konstanz.de/bitstream/handle/urn:nbn:de:bsz:352opus-81918/kcobjectualpractice.pdf?sequence=1 )
Tom Mitchell's chapters on objects:
… er …
also:
Critical Inquiry 28, no.1 (Fall 2001) is all about things: http://0www.jstor.org.skyline.ucdenver.edu/stable/i257808
anthropoetics.ucla.edu

A sense of direction
An objectual poetics
An objectual poetics
An objectual poetics has an ontic bent
need it be physical realism
An objectual poetics must take as its fundamental agents
Hylomorphism? Some sort of a modified hylomorphism strikes me
as potentially rather useful in constructing an objectual poetics, in a
tradition inaugurated by Kathrin Koslicki ("The Structure Of Objects",
2008, OUP) and Mark Johnston (?
Strawson claims physical objects have ontological priority! (see
Brody)

Knowledge of physical objects?
my think-day, my work-day

William James: "Any object which remains uncontradicted is ipso
facto believed as absolute reality." (Principles of Psychology, Vol. II.
p. 298)
words arranged objectwise wouldn't do. Words might not do at all;
words are the units of human language. If objects are the
fundamental units, what could be transmitted between them?

Perhaps to my detriment I tend to approach problems like this by
first defining terms.

Giving voice to

This is working against me like abdication without the miraculous
(vanishing?).

Strongly influenced here by Lockwood:
Some fundamental conceptual work functions like a contractor, an
architect walking off the rough dimensions of something still unmade
upon a ground, the ground being frightfully secondary. But in what
lame world do things still start and stop? Even holes are now
umbilical post-ponderances, notions of space have packed
themselves into empty manilla graves and posted themselves to
other empires (of objecthood?). 36 wrenches; 38-9 definitions, 41
feel.

35 handles & else (but not specifically Theseus'/grandfather's-axe
meressential butterdrips) AND THIGHS AND THIGHS AND THIGHS
OH DIRTY O'TWO!
A poetics must ______?

__________________

Ike Eisenhower uploaded a file.
I'm adding the Markosian paper for others who may be, like me,
getting off to a slow start due to the conceptual complexity of
tuning as we must here to or through the frequencies of
whatever objects are. In my addition to the Doc ("TOWARD AN
OBJECTUAL POETICS") I may reference this document; if we
wind up with a bibliography remind me to annotate it if I do.
What Are Physical Objects.pdf
Preview · Download ·
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Rachael Rakes
Jesse McLean, Robot

Resolved Question
Show me another»

What is the most photographed object in
the entire world?

What is the most photographed object? Can you be specific? As in a
a certain person instead of just people (Oprah Winfrey,Pelé) , or a
certain building/object (Empire State Building/Golden Gate Bridge).
●

3 years ago

●

Report Abuse

Sam

Best Answer - Chosen by Asker
I found this website and it says:
The researchers analyze photos taken at the levels of both
metropolitan areas and individual landmarks. They can determine,
for instance, that the seven most photographed landmarks in the
world are
1. The Eiffel Tower
2. Trafalgar Square
3. Tate Modern Art Museum
4. Big Ben
5. Notre Dame Cathedral
6. The London Eye
7. The Empire State Building
They can also rank landmarks within cities; the three most
photographed places in Boston, for instance, are Fenway Park,
Trinity Church, and Faneuil Hall.
The ten most photographed cities, meanwhile, are
1. New York
2. London
3. San Francisco
4. Paris
5. Los Angeles
6. Chicago
7. Washington
8. Seattle
9. Rome
10. Amsterdam
Hope this helps! :)
~Sam~
Source(s):

http://mapscroll.blogspot.com/2009/04/most-photographed-placesin-world.html
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● 3 people rated this as good
Asker's Rating:
Asker's Comment:
thanks
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stars - mark this asInteresting!
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Other Answers (4)
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All Answers
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●
bluegirl
LOL. . .at Leroy K's answer . . .so true.
I would have to say any major city landmark. The first one that
came to mind was the Eiffel tower and I would agree with the
first answer flowers :)
○

3 years ago

○
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Report Abuse
1 person rated this as good

●

Mikey

●

I would say a flower. Everyone seems to photograph flowers. It
gets a bit boring to be fair.
○

3 years ago

○
○

Report Abuse
2 people rated this as good

●
●

Photos By Art

The moon.
○

3 years ago

○
○

Report Abuse
2 people rated this as good

●
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Leroy K

A lens cap that hasn't been removed?
○

3 years ago

○
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The Nike Burger by Olle Hemmendorff

Frère Reinert

-1- Everything is phenomenon
-2- Human desire object -2a- Object doesn't desire human (not yet)
-3- Human make object -3a- Object doesn't make human (not yet)

On the french radio next week, every morning, 10-11 am

Timeline Photos
Connaissons-nous vraiment les objets qui nous entourent ? Qu'est-ce que le
design nous dit de notre rapport aux objets ? Et quelle différence entre un
marteau, une radio et une oeuvre d'art ? D'Heidegger à Baudrillard, rendezvous lundi pour une semaine sur les objets, une semaine qui va vous rendre
tout choses...
By:

Les Nouveaux chemins de la connaissance - Officiel

MonoMedium Artist Reach the State of Object

ARCHEOLOGICAL PROOF OF JESUS EXISTENCE..
An ossuary has come to light, this one bearing the names of Jesus, James and
Joseph, three of the most prominent people in the New Testament. The ancient
Aramaic words inscribed on the limestone box state that it belonged to "James,
son of Joseph, brother of Jesus."In late October Andre' Lemaire, a specialist in
ancient inscriptions and professor at the Sorbonne in Paris, announced the
discovery of the stone container with the extraordinary script. The box had come
from a burial site in southern Jerusalem where a bulldozer had accidentally
uncovered a site containing tombs and bone boxes dating to the time of Jesus and
James. A team of scientists have dated the box to 2000 years ago, and have
confirmed it's authenticity.

Does it consider itself ?

Vestigial Organs
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Google Street View нашел новый вид котов.

Behind the dramatic aura of the concept of destruction …

http://dinakelberman.tumblr.com/
I'm Google
dinakelberman.tumblr.co
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Chisai Benjo ("Small Toilet") - Takahashi Kaito (SII Nanotechnology
Inc.)

Mahakala Mask

Rina Liddle

Rina Liddle
My inaugural post

Profile Pictures
By: Devon Hatto

Devon Hatto
the things made by humans feel just as much part of what we might
point to and call "human" as our physical bodies do.
not just personal objects like clothes, cars, tools and toys but public
objects too- like lamp posts, buildings.
seems to be the case with nesting birds and bee hives as well
where it's difficult to separate the thing from the thing that makes it.

World's Oldest Pottery?
Piecing pottery's past. A vessel similar to this one, now in Hunan Provincial
Museum, may be the oldest pottery yet found.

Devon Hatto
the things made by humans feel just as much part of what we
might point to and call "human" as our physical bodies do.
not just personal objects like clothes, cars, tools and toys but
public objects too- like lamp posts, buildings.
seems to be the case with nesting birds and bee hives as well
where it's difficult to separate the thing from the thing that
makes it.

any thoughts?
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3. Frère Reinert likes this.
4.
5. Erik H Rzepka seems to get at the hub of my thoughts on this - there's
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something about designation of an object or what could potentially be so - is
another person an object or another subject, or both? there is an inhuman
relation to the objective idea, but that may speak more to subjectivity than
anything else
April 12 at 2:52pm · Like
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8. Devon Hatto even when we try to indicate that certain objects are
inanimate there remains no small degree of ambiguity

9. April 12 at 3:10pm via mobile · Unlike · 1
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11. Frère Reinert do we agree that object begin by conceptualisation of
perception ?

12. April 12 at 3:13pm · Like
13.
14. Erik H Rzepka the counter to that frere would ask where objects can exist

15.

without our conceptualization - and how do we talk about or describe that - in
terms of computational space, what is the object or medium? is it electrical
engineering and the virtual interface is a facade? or is there a more complex
notion of "object" that brings its immaterial possibilities to crisis (in which the
defendent is a .jpg fighting for its right to objecthood)
April 12 at 3:19pm · Like · 1
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17. Devon Hatto there are photographed or reproduced objects online- and the
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image takes on object status- files like jpeg and gif can be objects- and
things you use on the web can be objects- like the "like" button or an error
message
April 12 at 3:26pm via mobile · Like
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20. Frère Reinert Perception is a kind of relation with
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23. Frère Reinert I'm thinking about Erik's "there is an inhuman relation to the
objective idea"
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26. Erik H Rzepka yes - if we take Devon's statement that the "like" button
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attains object status - how so and what are we saying by saying object - we
might be saying that there is a status to the like button that is not tied to a
particular human relation, that another can independently encounter this
object, that it has an inhuman aspect - if we say something is objective and
not subjective there is an implicit inhuman claim, that say what gravity
describes is not something that depends on us or our descriptions however
accurate their categories, that the tree falls in the forest without our
perception thereof - how does this reapply to the like button?
April 12 at 4:01pm · Like · 1
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29. Devon Hatto That the "like" button can, in terms of interface, be
reconfigured in infinite ways and still have the same function- that the
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function of the "like" button can also be rearranged- that this transformation
can be carried out remotely- say by an unseen, unknown programmer and
unbeknownst to the "user"- that this transformation can be carried out by
accident in the case of a "glitch"- also that the "like" button and the outcome
of clicking on it largely amounts to a series of zeros and ones that most
people find virtually incomprehensible as such- and finally that the "like"
button and the outcome of clicking it does not produce something new- that
is to say that liking and clicking exist independently of the button- that the
button exists as an expression or iteration of something pre-existing
April 12 at 4:09pm via mobile · Unlike · 2
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32. Devon Hatto (tho it may produce a new way of relating to that pre-existing
thing)
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35. Frère Reinert It's a shame that we have to use english to approach
reality !
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38. Erik H Rzepka haha important point frere - i start in english because it's

easiest for me - might be the most popular common language but who knows
- i personally could also do spanish and less so french german danish or
related stuff - we could do latin or ancient ... See More
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41. Frère Reinert I always wonder why esperanto doesn't make it on internet !
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Paleolithic Tools: Liuhuaishan site in Bose Basin, Guangxi

Dianne Fritsche

Posted 5/6/2013
A screen
I’m my mother staring back alive
With loose crepey skin
And brows that droop
toward the beginning jowls that lead to raisin lips
And a neck that resembles a vagina
following birth
Quick computer turn on
erasing the black screen with
your neon glow and make
her go away again
To death.
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